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Concerns over the rising cost of college, crushing debt burdens,
and lowered educational standards have unleashed a tsunami of
mixed messages about the value of college. For some critics, this
onslaught of conflicting signals is an opportunity to yell, “Hit
the brakes! Enough with this college-for-all nonsense.” Instead,
they argue, “college for some” is a more tenable solution.
By preying on the anxieties of students and families, these cynics are working against the progress postsecondary institutions
in the United States have made in expanding access to higher
education, including for our country’s underrepresented minority and low-income students. Given the rapidly changing demographics of our K-12 system, we cannot afford for this progress
to falter. Consider this: Over the past 20 years, the proportion of
white students in our public K-12 schools has decreased to just
over half the total student enrollment, whereas the population
of Hispanic students has almost doubled to nearly a quarter.1
Yet, while nearly 40 percent of white 25- to 29-year-olds have
attained at least a bachelor’s degree, attainment among young
Hispanics is only one-third that rate.2 These disparities are unacceptable. If America is to restore its status as first-in-the-world
in degree attainment, colleges need to do more to ensure that
all of their students — especially Hispanic students — graduate
from college.
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Fortunately, the evidence is unequivocal: Current trends in col-

This study updates previous Education Trust briefs that looked
at public, four-year colleges that successfully improved minority
graduation rates and narrowed graduation-rate gaps.3 This new
report examines which four-year, nonprofit colleges — public
and private — have made the most improvements for Hispanic
students (see Figure 1 for the population of schools included in
this study).4 Because for-profit institutions are a distinct subset
of colleges, we have explored trends in their outcomes in a
separate report.5 In a companion brief, we profile colleges that
have made the most progress for another important group of
underrepresented students: African Americans. By highlighting
this diverse set of institutions, we find that:
c :TYZPZ[ZPUTY JHT ILTJOSHRQ ZOLPR VRUNRLYY ZU]HRK VRUK[Jing more degrees in two ways: Some colleges can focus on
making gains in graduation rates for their Hispanic students,
while others can focus on closing gaps between Hispanic
students and white students.
c COL YZHRZPTN VUPTZ KULYT Z SHZZLR0 @RUNRLYY PY VUYYPIRL MUR HRR
types of institutions. Some can start by making substantial
gains in graduation rates, while others can sustain previous
progress made; still others can narrow gaps between Hispanic students and their white peers even if they’ve had large
gaps in the past.
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TRENDS IN HISPANIC GRADUATION RATES
Over six years, graduation rates for Hispanic students
in our study institutions have improved at roughly the
same rate as those of the overall population: Figure 1
shows how from 2004 to 2010, Hispanic graduation rates
increased by 3.5 percentage points, from 43.7 percent in
2004 to 47.2 percent in 2010. Similarly, the overall graduation rate improved by 3.3 percentage points, from 60.4
percent in 2004 to 63.7 percent in 2010.6
Though Hispanic graduation rates improved modestly
overall, some differences remain beneath the averages:
Figure 2 shows how Hispanic graduation rates increased
at nearly two-thirds of the schools studied, yet declined at
1 in 3 schools. The graduation rate stayed the same at 6 in
100 schools.
But from a student’s perspective, the statistics are more
troubling because more than 40 percent of Hispanic
students are attending institutions that did not make any
improvements in their graduation rates. Considering the
fact that these institutions made up only 35 percent of all
schools, Hispanic students are thus disproportionately
represented among institutions that made no improvements. Figure 2 illustrates the disparity between the fates
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of schools — and of students — and shows how trends
compare between sectors: On average, trends among private nonprofits are worse than those found in the public
sector. While graduation rates declined in one out of three
institutions, those institutions educate 40 percent of all
Hispanic students who attend private colleges.

THE TOP GAINERS IN HISPANIC
GRADUATION RATES
Despite these varied results by sector, many public and private colleges have shown that it is possible to substantially
raise graduation rates for their Hispanic students without significantly reducing their enrollment of Hispanic
students. This distinction is important because it’s possible for some colleges to have improved their Hispanic
graduation rates by becoming more exclusive and serving
fewer Hispanic students. Since this is counterproductive to
our collective degree attainment goals, we have eliminated
from our “Top Gainer” analysis any college that served
considerably fewer Hispanic students among the incoming freshmen it enrolled over the study period.7 Our top
gainers saw, on average, nearly a 9-point boost in graduation rates for their Hispanic students, thereby setting a
benchmark for other institutions. See Table 1 for the top
25 private, nonprofit gainers and top 25 public gainers.

Sources: IPEDS and College Results Online data set.
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Sources: IPEDS and College Results Online data set.
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students. See Note 4 for more detail.

WHICH ARE THE TOP GAINERS?
It is not inevitable for institutions to have low graduation rates for Hispanic students. Stephen F. Austin State
Un iversity, a public master’s college in East Texas, graduated 23.3 percent of its Hispanic students in six years in
2004. By 2010, graduation rates for Hispanic students
rose more than 16 points, to 40.1 percent. Virgin ia Com m onwealth Un iversity (VCU), a school profiled in our
companion brief for making gains in graduation rates for
black students, has made similar gains for its Hispanic
students: Graduation rates have increased more than 20
points to 48.7 percent in 2010. Some schools can even
increase graduation rates for Hispanic students by nearly
40 percentage points through a long process of inten3 of 16 tional change. Georgia State Un iversity, a previously

The Access to Success Initiative (A2S) is a project
of the National Association of System Heads
(NASH) and The Education Trust. A2S works with
22 public higher education systems that have
pledged to cut in half the college-going and
graduation gaps for low-income and minority
students by 2015. Together, these institutions serve
more than 3.5 million students.
Each participating A2S system sets its own
improvement targets and agrees to a common
set of metrics to evaluate progress. Findings
in the just-released midterm report on A2S,
“Replenishing Opportunity in America,” include:
s

%NROLLM ENTl GURES AND DEGREES CONFERRED HAVE
increased, with improvements largely driven by
African-American, Latino, American-Indian, and
low-income students.
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Southern Un iversity and the Un iversity of Georgia join
Georgia State University in continuing to improve their
Hispanic student graduation rates. What’s notable about
these colleges is that they serve a wide range of students,
in terms of academic preparation, and they have all nearly
doubled their undergraduate enrollment of Hispanic
students from 2004 and 2010. These institutions all show
that it is possible to serve greater numbers of Hispanic
students and to help them perform well.
Our Top Gainers lists also include five Hispanic-Serving
Institutions (HSIs) and five emerging HSIs.9 Unlike Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), which
began with the explicit mission of serving African-American students, most HSIs are defined primarily by their
Hispanic, full-time equivalent, undergraduate enrollment
(greater than or equal to 25 percent).10
Sain t Edward's Un iversity, a private Catholic college
in Texas, is one example of an HSI making consistent
improvements. In 2010, we profiled Saint Edward’s for
having small gaps, and it has continued to improve
by raising its Hispanic graduation rate by 15 percentage points since 2004.11 San Diego State Un iversity, an
example of an emerging HSI where Hispanic enrollment
is approaching 25 percent, is also graduating Hispanic students in greater numbers than ever before: Its graduation
rates have increased steadily from 40.8 percent in 2004 to
62.2 percent in 2010.
Notably, San Diego State belongs to the Californ ia State
Un iversity (CSU) System , a system we highlighted in
our companion brief for making strong gains across most
of its institutions in African-American graduation rates,
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and for participating in The Education Trust’s Access to
Success Initiative (see A2S, pg. 3). In particular, San Diego
State has stood out among CSU campuses for cutting
both access gaps and success gaps among underrepresented
minority students, and for raising graduation rates and
narrowing gaps between low-income students and their
peers. Campus leaders attribute their improvement to fostering a culture of success that raised expectations of students (by making orientation mandatory, force-registering
students into gateway courses, and advising students to
take a full-credit course load), putting in place critical supports so that student success was no longer left to chance,
and structuring second chances, when necessary.12

TRENDS IN GAP-CLOSING FOR
HISPANIC STUDENTS
Colleges can also benchmark their progress toward
increased degree attainment by tracking the gaps in their
completion rates for Hispanic students and white students. When we examine trends in gap-closing across the
study institutions, after excluding any school that did not
serve significant populations of white students in both
study years, we find that gaps — while still substantial
— have generally narrowed between white students and
Hispanic students.14 The overall gap has modestly narrowed from 2004 to 2010, since graduation rates increased
slightly more for Hispanic students at the schools that
met these criteria than for white students (see Figure 3).
Today, there is a 14-point gap between Hispanic and white
students across study institutions.
These positive trends for Hispanic students were possible
because the number of schools that improved or had no
gaps to begin with outnumbered those that had gotten
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Sources: IPEDS and College Results Online data set.
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worse or made no change. Figure 4 also shows how the
distribution of progress on gap-closing compares
between sectors.
In addition, Figure 4 highlights a segment of schools that
consistently post equitable success rates for their Hispanic
and white students. Of these “no-gap” schools, 14 colleges
(four public and 10 private) are highlighted in Table 2.
Even though none of these schools had gaps to begin with,
colleges like the Un iversity of Californ ia Riverside and
Loyola Marym oun t Un iversity, both “Small Gap” schools
from 2010, show that graduation rates can continue to
improve or remain steady for Hispanic students and
their peers.15

How Are We Doing?
Our “Top Gainers and Top Gap-Closers” lists only
provide the 25 four-year institutions (including
PRIVATE NONPROl TAND PUBLIC M AKING THE HIGHEST
gains in Hispanic graduation rates and in closing
the graduation-rate gap between Hispanic and
white students. To see how other institutions in
the study performed, in terms of Hispanic graduation rates and graduation-rate gaps from 2004 to
2010, visit the Ed Trust’s new interactive tool at
www.edtrust.org/gainersclosershispanic.

WHICH ARE THE TOP GAP-CLOSERS?
Gaps can close in a variety of ways, not all of them productive. Gaps can close, for instance, if the success rates of
white students decline. Or they could close if schools
become more exclusive over time and serve significantly
fewer Hispanic students. As a result, our top gap-closer
analysis refines our sample by only including colleges that
did not grow more exclusive over time, while making gains
5 of 16 in graduation rates for Hispanic students and keeping
graduation rates for white students steady or improving.16
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Texas Ch ristian Un iversity, for example, was designated a
“Big Gap” private school in our 2010 brief.17 From 2004 to
2010, Texas Christian managed to increase its Hispanic student graduation rate by nearly 20 points, to 73.6 percent,
closing the gap with white students.
Also, nearly 45 percent of top gap-closer institutions have
succeeded in matching the success goal systems in our
A2S initiative strive to meet, which is to cut graduationrate gaps in half by no later than 2015. These institutions
include the Un iversity of Kan sas, a 2010 gap-closer, for
narrowing its gap by 60 percent. What’s even more impressive are the other 50 percent of top gap-closers that have
managed to eliminate their gaps completely. Wash in gton
State Un iversity, for example, cut its 16-point gap in 2004
to 2 points in 2010. To learn how some schools have managed to close their gaps completely, let’s see what their
leaders have to say.
Stony Brook Un iversity, a research university in the SUNY
system, is one example. From 2004 to 2010, graduation
rates increased for Hispanic students by more than 16
points, from 41.8 percent to 58.1 percent. In so doing,
they have completely closed an 11.5 percentage point gap
with white students over six years. Stony Brook, remarkably, has also consistently achieved equitable success for
its black students, who have outperformed their white
peers nearly every year from 2004 to 2010. What could
explain such significant progress at a school with more
than 15,000 undergraduates, where over a third receive
@LRR 8RHTZY HTK (, VLRJLTZ JUSL MRUS [TKLRRLVRLYLTZLK
minority backgrounds?
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It turns out that Stony Brook has succeeded in creating
“communities of engagement that empower students and
involve faculty,” explains David Ferguson, chair of the
Department of Technology and Society, and director of the
BC6= BSHRZ @RUNRHSY% COLYL JUSS[TPZPLY HRL SHTPMLYZ PT
strong support programs, particularly in the STEM fields,
that target low-income and first-generation students and
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higher education for economically disadvantaged students
who possess the potential to go to college but whose high
school experience has not fully prepared them to sucJLLK PT JURRLNL% 6?@ VRU\PKLY HT HRRH_ UM Y[VVURZ YLR\PJLY#
including a five-week summer “boot camp” program,
personal counseling and academic advising at least three
times a semester, and a mandatory study skill workshop
for students falling behind, which includes an academic
success contract to get back on track.
4OLR_R 9HSPRZUT# 6?@ KPRLJZUR# KLYJRPILY ZOL 6?@ JUSmunity as a family of students whose members extend out
into the university as campus leaders and who become
role models for other students. Students echo this familial
sentiment: “The counselors are always there for support.
It’s not like I’m a number. … Each advisor knows you
by your first, middle, and last name. They call me on my
birthday. [Stony Brook] wouldn’t be the same experience
without it.”
In the end, these intensive services pay off: Even though
6?@ YZ[KLTZY LTZLR JURRLNL RLYY HJHKLSPJHRR_ VRLVHRLK
than their peers, they end up graduating at higher rates
than other Stony Brook students.19
Stony Brook’s laser focus on science and technology has
also translated into a multitude of STEM programs serving
a considerable number of students that aim to increase
diversity in STEM education and careers. STEM Smart, the
umbrella outreach program at Stony Brook, includes over
10 programs funded by the National Science Foundation,
the National Institutes for Health, and NASA, among
others. These programs provide mentors, internship and
research opportunities, career preparation workshops, and
tutoring services for students all along the STEM pipeline
MRUS SPKKRL YJOUUR ZU @O%5% <PQL 6?@# YZ[KLTZY PT ZOLYL
outreach programs tend to have retention and completion
rates substantially higher than the institution as a whole.
7UR L^HSVRL# .’ VLRJLTZ UM H RLJLTZ JUOURZ UM <B2=@
!<U[PY BZUQLY 2RRPHTJL MUR =PTURPZ_ @HRZPJPVHZPUT" YZ[-
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“A main limitation of these programs, however, is that they
have not yet achieved transformative potential,” Ferguson
says. “There have been a lot of people doing a lot of great
things, but the next step is to talk about institutional sustainability. Similar to how there is an infrastructure that supports the university’s research agenda, we need an infrastructure to support diversity to move our institution forward.”
Ferguson concludes that the classroom is where real transformation happens. He argues for helping faculty embrace
the kinds of active and collaborative learning strategies
employed in the various programs that engage students in
their studies in meaningful ways. To that end, a core group
UM MHJ[RZ_ PT ZOL YJPLTJLY e 4OLSPYZR_# 3PURUN_# HTK @O_YPJY
— has begun implementing “scientific teaching,” a pedagogical method in which teaching and learning are approached
with the same rigor as science itself. The express aim of the
method is to inspire a larger, more diverse population of
college students to pursue majors and careers in science, a
goal to which Stony Brook is well-positioned to contribute
both locally and nationally.21
Leaders at Texas Tech Un iversity, located in Lubbock,
CL^HY# YH_ ZOLPR JHSV[Y OHY MU[TK H ]H_ ZU PTYZPZ[ZPUTHRP‘L
their efforts to increase equity and excellence. Like Stony
Brook, Texas Tech is a public research university serving
more than 24,000 undergraduates, a quarter of whom are
@LRR RLJPVPLTZY HTK UTL$bMZO UM ]OUS JUSL MRUS [TKLRrepresented minority backgrounds. Moreover, the Hispanic
undergraduate population at Texas Tech has grown more
than 30 percent from 2004 to 2010, to approximately 14
percent of undergraduate students in 2010. While Texas
Tech has not yet completely closed the gap for Hispanic
students, it’s pretty close: Only 4 percentage points separate
the difference in graduation rates for Hispanic students and
their white peers, and black students outperform their white
peers. Over six years, Texas Tech has managed to raise graduation rates for Hispanic students more than 18 points, from
40.5 percent in 2004 to 58.7 in 2010. As a result, the univer7 of 16
YPZ_ Y NHV PT )’(’ PY RU[NOR_ UTL$W[HRZLR ZOL YP‘L UM PZY )’’+
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=[fU‘ L^VRHPTY% <PQL BZUT_ 3RUUQ# CL^HY CLJO URPNPTHRR_ OHK
discrete and dispersed programs but no discernible organi‘HZPUTHR YZR[JZ[RL [TKLR ]OPJO ZU HNNRLNHZL ZOLS% 8[_ 3HPley, president of Texas Tech from 2009 to 2012, was once a
first-generation college student, and subsequently approved
a proposal for the Division of Institutional Diversity, Equity,
HTK 4USS[TPZ_ 6TNHNLSLTZ% 9L HVVUPTZLK =[fU‘ \PJL
president to provide leverage to the intentional recruitment, support, and persistence and graduation of diverse
students. As a result, the division has provided the administrative assets necessary to work across the entire campus
to create a climate that supports efforts and initiatives to
HK\HTJL LW[PZ_ HTK L^JLRRLTJL HZ CL^HY CLJO% 6\LT =[fU‘ Y
title symbolically endorses the institution’s intention to link
support for affirming diversity as essential to undergraduate
LK[JHZPUT# YH_Y EHRLRPL @HZUT# ZOL \PJL VRU\UYZ MUR @RHTTPTN
and Assessment.
What’s even more vital is the notion of “critical mass,” as
manifest in a diverse student body, in faculty, and in deciYPUT SHQLRY# @HZUT YZRLYYLY% BOL [TKLRYJURLY ZOL PSVURZHTJL
of a critical mass in decision makers, including a strong
KP\LRYPZ_ HK\UJHZL PT BLTPUR EPJL @RLYPKLTZ HTK @RU\UYZ
Bob Smith, which helps change the university’s strategic
plan and the programs that emanate from it, and results
in a campus culture that fully supports and affirms diverse
YZ[KLTZY% =[fU‘ YZRLYYLY ZOL YPNTPbJHTJL UM H JRPZPJHR SHYY
among faculty who are explicitly hired and trained to be
“retention agents.” In establishing this critical mass, Texas
Tech wanted to create “such intentional redundancy, to
make diversity so common, so routine, so that it would
become part of the normative fabric of the campus,”
=[fU‘ YH_Y%
@HZUT JRLKPZY ZOL PSVLZ[Y MUR JOHTNL ZU RLHKLRYOPV HTK
vision not only from the institution’s administrators but
also from Texas policymakers for instituting a statewide strategic plan to close gaps in participation, success, excellence,
and research by 2015. Notably, the Texas Higher Education
4UURKPTHZPTN 3UHRK LSVOHYP‘LK YZHZL bTHTJPHR RLYU[RJLY
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“Supporting the values of equity, diversity, and the success
of underrepresented students is embedded in the strategic
VRHT UM ZOL PTYZPZ[ZPUT HY H ]OURL#d =[TU‘ JUTJR[KLY%
“It’s not a compensatory program. We do this to help the
PTYZPZ[ZPUT# ZOL YZHZL# HTK ZOL JU[TZR_% :Z Y TUZ H ‘LRU$Y[S
game; it benefits all.”
As the leaders of these institutions suggest, having discrete
programs for underrepresented students may be a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for improving student
Y[JJLYY% 3[Z# PTYZPZ[ZPUTHRP‘PTN ZOL VURPJPLY HTK VRHJZPJLY
that make these programs successful can bring about a
transformative process that benefits all students, especially
black and Hispanic students. Our case studies of Stony
Brook and Texas Tech universities show that progress can
be made everywhere and for all groups of students: They
can start small, then grow larger into the overarching strategic plans of a university. Figure 5 highlights the schools
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along this spectrum that have made significant progress in
narrowing graduation-rate gaps for both African-American
students and white students, and for Hispanic students
and white students.
The institutions listed in Figure 5 show that the stagnant
status quo of large gaps is not an acceptable benchmark
for progress. These institutions prove that the “college for
some” mentality is an outdated excuse that does nothing
to preserve the democracy, stability, and upward mobility
of a country changing right before our eyes. These institutions show it’s possible to work toward ensuring equitable
success for all students. It is now incumbent upon other
colleges and universities to validate the lessons and replicate the efforts of successful institutions. Doing so will
help our increasingly diverse nation reclaim its status as
the international leader in educational attainment.
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Sources: IPEDS and College Results Online data set.
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Sources: IPEDS and College Results Online data set.
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Sources: IPEDS and College Results Online data set.
9MRCQ/ <FC Q?KNJC DMP RFC E?N%AJMQGLE ?L?JWQGQ GQ JGKGRCB RM RFC DMSP%WC?P$ LMLNPMYR$ BCEPCC%EP?LRGLE GLQRGRSRGMLQ Z NS@JGA ?LB NPGT?RC Z PCACGTGLE <GRJC 7= DSLBQ UGRF AMKNJCRC EP?BS?RGML%P?RC B?R? GL @MRF QRSBW WC?PQ !*((, ?LB *()("$
?LB ? AMFMPR MD ?R JC?QR +( 6GQN?LGA ?LB +( UFGRC SLBCPEP?BS?RC QRSBCLRQ GL @MRF QRSBW WC?PQ$ UFGAF GQ ? QS@QCR MD RFC DSJJ QRSBW Q?KNJC& <FC Q?KNJC DMP RFC ?L?JWQGQ GL <?@JC + ?JQM CVAJSBCQ GLQRGRSRGMLQ RF?R QCPTCB QGELGYA?LRJW
DCUCP 6GQN?LGA QRSBCLRQ$ ? PCJ?RGTC BCAJGLC MD *( NCPACLR MP KMPC$ ?KMLE GLAMKGLE DPCQFKCL GL RFC QRSBW WC?PQ !GLAMKGLE )..- ?LB *((,"$ ?Q UCJJ ?Q GLQRGRSRGMLQ ?R UFGAF EP?BS?RGML P?RCQ ?KMLE UFGRC QRSBCLRQ BCAJGLCB @W KMPC
RF?L ) NCPACLR?EC NMGLR DPMK *((, RM *()(& 2MJJCECQ UGRF h9M 5?N GL *((, MP *()($\ UFGAF GL *((, ?LB *()( F?B CGRFCP FGEFCP EP?BS?RGML P?RCQ DMP 6GQN?LGA QRSBCLRQ RF?L UFGRC QRSBCLRQ MP ? BGDDCPCLAC @CRUCCL 6GQN?LGA ?LB UFGRC
EP?BS?RGML P?RCQ UGRFGL * NCPACLR?EC NMGLRQ$ UCPC ?JQM CVAJSBCB DPMK <?@JC +& ;CC 9MRC ), DMP KMPC BCR?GJ&
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NOTES
(% D%B% 5LVHRZSLTZ UM 6K[JHZPUT# >HZPUTHR 4LTZLR MUR 6K[JHZPUT BZHZPYZPJY% a:TKPJHZUR -0 AHJPHR&6ZOTPJ 6TRURRSLTZ PT @[IRPJ BJOUURY#d COL
Condition of Education 2012 (NCES 2012-045) (Washington, D.C., 2012).
2. U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, “The Condition of Education 2010” (NCES 2010-028) (Washington, D.C., 2010). U.S. Census Bureau, “Educational Attainment in the United States.”
*% ;% 6TNRL HTK 4% COLUQHY% aCUV 8HPTLRY0 BUSL @[IRPJ 7U[R$GLHR 4URRLNLY HTK DTP\LRYPZPLY =HQL 3PN :SVRU\LSLTZY PT =PTURPZ_ 8RHK[HZPUT
AHZLYd !FHYOPTNZUT# 5%4%0 COL 6K[JHZPUT CR[YZ# )’(’"% ;% 6TNRL HTK 4% COLUQHY% aCUV 8HV 4RUYLRY0 BUSL @[IRPJ 7U[R$GLHR 4URRLNLY HTK
DTP\LRYPZPLY 9H\L =HKL 8UUK @RUNRLYY PT 4RUYPTN 8RHK[HZPUT AHZL 8HVYd !FHYOPTNZUT# 5%4%0 COL 6K[JHZPUT CR[YZ# )’(’"%
4. The sample for this analysis includes four-year, nonprofit, degree-granting institutions — public and private — receiving Title IV funds and
with complete graduation-rate data in both study years (2004 and 2010). The sample is also limited to institutions with a cohort of at least
30 Hispanic students in both study years, the minimum number of cases required by accepted statistical standards. The full sample contains
391 institutions.
,% =% <_TJO# ;% 6TNRL# HTK ;% 4R[‘% aB[IVRPSL ?VVURZ[TPZ_0 COL DTM[RbRRLK @RUSPYL UM 7UR$@RUbZ 4URRLNLY HTK DTP\LRYPZPLYd !FHYOPTNZUT#
D.C.: The Education Trust, 2010).
6. The Education Trust analysis takes a “weighted” graduation rate to see how many students actually graduate, rather than taking institutional
averages that may bias against larger institutions that may have lower graduation rates. The Education Trust divided the sum of all students,
and of Hispanic students, in the 2004 and 2010 completer cohort (for the 1998 and 2004 entering cohort) by the sum of all students, and
of Hispanic students, in the 1998 and 2004 entering cohort.
7. To account for the fact that some colleges might have improved their graduation-rate performance by becoming more selective in their
admissions, rather than improving academically, we chose to eliminate any college that grew more exclusive by serving significantly fewer
Hispanic students among incoming freshmen, a relative decline of 20 percent or more, in the study years (incoming 1998 and 2004). We
JOUYL ZU RLbTL U[R YHSVRL [YPTN ZOPY SLZRPJ ILJH[YL B2C KHZH ]LRL PTJUSVRLZL K[RPTN U[R YZ[K_ VLRPUK% COL RL\PYLK YHSVRL YP‘L MLRR MRUS
391 to 367 institutions.
.% ;% 6TNRL HTK 4% COLUQHY% aCUV 8HPTLRY0 BUSL @[IRPJ 7U[R$GLHR 4URRLNLY HTK DTP\LRYPZPLY =HQL 3PN :SVRU\LSLTZY PT =PTURPZ_ 8RHK[HZPUT
AHZLY%d !FHYOPTNZUT# 5%4%0 COL 6K[JHZPUT CR[YZ# )’(’"% ;% 6TNRL HTK 4% COLUQHY% aCUV 8HV 4RUYLRY0 BUSL @[IRPJ 7U[R$GLHR 4URRLNLY HTK
DTP\LRYPZPLY 9H\L =HKL 8UUK @RUNRLYY PT 4RUYPTN 8RHK[HZPUT AHZL 8HVYd !FHYOPTNZUT# 5%4%0 COL 6K[JHZPUT CR[YZ# )’(’"%
9. Emerging Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) are institutions that do not yet meet the HSI enrollment threshold of 25 percent but that
are within the critical mass range of 15-24 percent and have the potential to become HSIs in the next few years. See D.A. Santiago and S.J.
Andrade, “Emerging Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs): Serving Latino Students” (Washington, D.C.: Excelencia in Education, 2010).
10. See D. Santiago, “Inventing Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs): The Basics” (Washington, D.C.: Excelencia in Education, 2006).
11. M. Lynch and J. Engle. “Big Gaps, Small Gaps: Some Colleges and Universities Do Better Than Others in Graduating Hispanic Students”
(Washington, D.C.: The Education Trust, 2010).
()%;% 6TNRL# ;% GLHKU# A% 3R[YP# HTK ;% 4R[‘%# aALVRLTPYOPTN ?VVURZ[TPZ_ PT 2SLRPJH0 COL )’() =PKZLRS ALVURZ UM @[IRPJ 9PNOLR 6K[JHZPUT
Systems in the Access to Success Initiative” (Washington, D.C.: The Education Trust, 2012). “Building a Corridor to Graduation: San Diego
State University: Replenishing Opportunity in America Case Study” (Washington, D.C.: The Education Trust). “Walking the Walk on
Student Retention.” Washington, D.C.: The Education Trust, http://www.edtrust.org/dc/press-room/news/walking-the-walk-on-studentretention.
(*% ;% 6TNRL LZ HR%# aALVRLTPYOPTN ?VVURZ[TPZ_ PT 2SLRPJH0 COL )’() =PKZLRS ALVURZ UM @[IRPJ 9PNOLR 6K[JHZPUT B_YZLSY PT ZOL 2JJLYY ZU B[Jcess Initiative.”
14. The gap-closer sample includes four-year, nonprofit, degree-granting institutions — public and private — receiving Title IV funds with complete graduation-rate data in both study years (2004 and 2010) and a cohort of at least 30 Hispanic and 30 white undergraduate students in
both study years, the minimum number of cases required by accepted statistical standards. The gap-closer sample contains 348 schools.
15. M. Lynch and J. Engle, “Big Gaps, Small Gaps: Some Colleges and Universities Do Better than Others in Graduating Hispanic Students.”
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16. Top gap-closer institutions have a cohort of at least 30 Hispanic and 30 white undergraduate students in both study years, 2004 and 2010,
the minimum number of cases required by accepted statistical standards. To account for the fact that some colleges might have improved
their graduation-rate performance by becoming more selective in their admissions, rather than improving academically, we chose to eliminate any college that grew more exclusive by serving significantly fewer Hispanic students among incoming freshmen, a relative decline of
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The Education Trust promotes high academic achievement for all students at all levels—prekindergarten through college. We work alongside parents, educators, and community and business
leaders across the country in transforming schools and colleges into institutions that serve all
students well. Lessons learned in these efforts, together with unflinching data analyses, shape our
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